
Learning how to Learn

Students practice the MYP 
“Approaches to Learning” to 
develop transferable skills.



Learning How to Learn



IB’s Approaches to Learning:
Jobs today require more than the memorization of facts!

There are 5 skill categories that are necessary for 
success inside and beyond the classroom:
❖Research
❖Self-Management
❖Thinking
❖Communication
❖Social

These 5 “ATL” skills are explicitly 
developed each year of the 
program. Teachers focus on one 
or two skills during each unit of 
inquiry. The ATL skills are 21st-
century skills.



The MYP Approaches to Learning (ATL Skills)

An example of a daily objective 

integrating an ATL skill (I&S 7)



Research Skills
Research is an essential skill.  Students practice finding reliable 

sources, synthesizing information, citing sources and reflecting on 
their findings. 



Reflective Skills
Reflection is a key skill in the 
IB program.  Students are 
required to reflect regularly 
on their school work.  Here we 
see an 8th grader reflecting 
on his science fair research 
project and gaining valuable 
feedback from a Navy 
Midshipman volunteer..  



Thinking Skills
We teach our students how 
to think critically and 
creatively in order to 
problem solve.  For 
example, we use the MYP 
Design Cycle to guide 
students through project 
planning and design.  



Communication Skills 
Global engagement and 
communication in more than one 
language is a highly valued aspect 
of the IB program. Here, you see 
students working in a small group 
with the teacher to fine tune their 
pronunciation and written skills in 
the Spanish language. Below, the 
drama club discusses their last 
performance.



Collaboration Skills

We teach our students to work with others through effective 
collaboration.  Here, 6th graders complete a science lab and design 3D 
maps.  Hands-on, cooperative learning is important to us.



An example of “ATL” skill-building from the Individuals & Societies Grade 
8 Unit Planner

Let’s prepare our students for the 21st century 
by helping them build the skills they need!


